BHE To Consider Plan; Brooklyn Site Still Sought

Group To Review 'Disposal' Study

Another organization will concern itself with the possible sale of the State University's Brooklyn site to the City University of New York.

The New York State Joint Legislative Committee on Higher Education will investigate the arrangements of the L.I.U. "disposal" and will also study the disposal of the Free St. John's University faculty members two years ago.

The announcement of the inquiry came last Monday, just a short time before William A. Van Doren, chairman of the BHE, on Tuesday.

Eilbirt: Students To Work On Master Plan Revision

"We are going to actively involve students" in the faculty committee of the School for Expansion, noted Assistant Dean Henry Eilbirt, yesterday.

Professor Eilbirt is chairing a sub-committee of an Uptown group formed by a directive of the SC Cabinet.

SC Cabinet Begins Work

"We are operating as quickly as we possibly can to assure that the master plan will have definite answers at Thursday's Student Council meeting," noted Sandy Ezon '68, chairman of the Theatron Board.

The Theatron Board was established some weeks ago by Student Council to investigate the financial difficulties that Theatron, the School's drama society, has encountered. Mr. Ezon was elected chairman of the board just ten days ago along with Arthur Ainsberg '68, City College treasurer, Richard Reiss '68, and Paul Rogoff '68, Ticker editor-in-chief.

Mr. Ezon said that the uptown business office was already contacted to determine the exact amount of money that Theatron owes it.

He also noted that the past financial records of Theatron have been secured from the organization's president, Linda Miller '68, but said that "they are lacking much crucial information necessary." (Continued on Page 5)

Discussion Set For Monday Meeting

The Board of Higher Education at its regularly scheduled meeting for Monday will discuss the report and recommendations of its Special Committee on the Future of the Baruch School.

Chairman Porter Chandler "Errorous Reports" Grath as chairman of the Board of Trustees of L.I.U.

During last Monday's meeting, the Committee on Master Plan Revision had agreed to hold open hearings for representatives of the community to hear their views. Mr. Chandler, during a discussion of an open hearing to be held this week, said he was not aware of their existence. (Continued on Page 5)

The motion, which follows, was presented by the Committee to Safeguard the Future of the Baruch School.

Resolved: That we wholeheartedly approve the recommendations of the Special Committee on the Future of the Baruch School and express our deep appreciation to the members of the committee for their effort. That we recognize and accept the challenge that is implicit in the committee's report, namely to maximize our contribution to the young people of New York, the business and civic community and the evolving social structure of which they will be a part.

Petitions Will Be Available Tomorrow

Mr. Messing, who has resigned as president of the Student Council, presented a motion passed by Council at their September 14 meeting calling for student inclusion on all faculty committees involved in plans for a "new Baruch School" and that faculty members be included on all student committees for that purpose.

No action was taken on the motion at the faculty meeting but it is expected that they will consider it at their next regularly scheduled meeting.

Messing Resigns from Council Post; Petitions Will Be Available Tomorrow

Noting that personal reasons complemented by the "lack of opportunity to take an active role in the executive board," Paul Messing '70 resigned from the position of recording secretary of the Student-Council Tuesday.

The former Student Council president was also copy editor of The Ticker last semester.

A total of five Council representative seats will also be made available in the election.

There are two vacant seats in the Class of '68, two vacant seats in the Class of '69 and one vacancy in the Class of '70.

Students interested in running for representative seats must obtain twenty-five signatures on their petitions.
ELECTION TO BE HELD THURS. NOV. 2

STUDENT COUNCIL

SPECIAL ELECTION

FOR

RECORDING SECRETARY

2 SEATS — CLASS OF ’68
2 SEATS — CLASS OF ’69
1 SEAT — CLASS OF ‘70

PETITIONS AVAILABLE WED. OCT. 18
OUTSIDE RM. 104 S.C.
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Calendar of Events

Event

Time

Place

Tuesday

• Panel Discussion — "Gluten and Law School Admission" 2

Out Doors

• Home Plan Association Meeting 3:30

1230

Wednesday

• Voter — Staff meeting 11

10:00

• Young Democrats 12

11:15

• Young Republicans 13

11:30

• Student Association 14

12:15

• Debate Association Meeting 3:30

600

• Debate Association Debate 4:00

600

Thursday

• Debate Association Debate 9:00

600

• Debate Association Debate 10:15

600

FRIDAY

• Debate Association Debate 9:00

600

• Debate Association Debate 10:15

600

CLUB NEWS

By LEWIS HEISMAN

THURSDAY

The election of the student body president is the next logical step in the political process. The candidates should come forward and present their platforms and ideas for the benefit of the students.

This is the time for the students to become involved in the political process. The candidates should come forward and present their platforms and ideas for the benefit of the students.

The candidates should come forward and present their platforms and ideas for the benefit of the students.

The candidates should come forward and present their platforms and ideas for the benefit of the students.
The Psychology Society
Organization Seeks Support

Four evenings and a lack of student support plague the Psychology Society in its past year. This semester, under the chairmanship of Bill Tanen, the society aims to expand its membership.

The president said, "If the quality present in the organization persists, the society faces possible collapse.

The Psychology Society was founded in 1967 by a group of psychology students. The society began with high hopes, but by the end of its first year, it faced a lack of membership.

A field trip to various psychology classes across the country is a number of the society programs. Started by the Psychology Society.

Student Council Voting Record

Executive Board

[Names of student council members]

Class of '68

[Names of student council members]

Class of '69

[Names of student council members]

Class of '70

[Names of student council members]

Class of '71

[Names of student council members]

[Additional voting records]

The Triumph of the Comedians/Film Festival of Lincoln Center Museum of Modern Art.

The annual advancements will be presented in mid-May at the psychology department.

According to the by-laws of the Society, all proposals shall be vetoed if they are not supported by the Board of Higher Education.

The sale of L.I.U. and the Rosenwald figure was executed by the New York Public Library, the April 26th.

The annual advancements will be presented in mid-May at the psychology department.

The sale of L.I.U., said Dr. Kugler, is about to enter a new era in its history. We expect happiness, he continued.

The trials of the student Union's efforts to its obligations to its students, faculty and administration are "all but useless." Dr. Kugler commented that the books and drawings and etchings were released from bonds, was executed by the New York Public Library, the April 26th.

The sale of L.I.U. and the Rosenwald figure was executed by the New York Public Library.

Legislative Committee

The sale of L.I.U., said Dr. Kugler, is about to enter a new era in its history. "The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service," he added.

The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service. The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service. Dr. Kugler commented that the books and drawings and etchings were released from bonds, was executed by the New York Public Library.

According to the by-laws of the Society, all proposals shall be vetoed if they are not supported by the Board of Higher Education.

The sale of L.I.U., said Dr. Kugler, is about to enter a new era in its history. We expect happiness, he continued.

The trials of the student Union's efforts to its obligations to its students, faculty and administration are "all but useless."

PHI SIGMA DELTA FRATERNITY

Cordially invites YOU TO ITS 54th SEMI-ANNUAL SMOKER

Friday, October 20, 1967 8:30 PM

160 East 23 Street (Between Lex. & Third Aves.)

Afro-American Art Show Open
Paintings & Sculpture Shown

Promoted by the student Union and the faculty, the exhibition is also a public service. The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service. Dr. Kugler commented that the books and drawings and etchings were released from bonds, was executed by the New York Public Library.

The sale of L.I.U., said Dr. Kugler, is about to enter a new era in its history. "The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service," he added.

The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service. The works, in themselves, are a pleasure to see, but the exhibition is also a public service. Dr. Kugler commented that the books and drawings and etchings were released from bonds, was executed by the New York Public Library.
The Whole Problem

The gravest concern expressed in the National Fifty Year 's has been the possibility of the Churchture and State. Are the two to be separated forever? Some argue that the Church should continue to influence the education of the young. Others believe that the state should take over all religious education and school prayer. The issue is complex, and it is difficult to come to a decision that satisfies everyone.

Not a Beginning

Executive of Student Council are currently looking for a way in which to reduce the influence of the Church in education. They believe that it is necessary to make the Church and State separate in order to maintain a proper balance of power.

The Next 50 Years

Two weeks ago, an article by University President, Cabinet of Ministers, and the Forty-Eighters was published in the Daily Fifty Years. The article was critical of the education system and made several suggestions for improvement.

Life, Environment

To further complicate the issue, the student government has long-needed to sort out the problem of segregation. The expenditure of a sum of money might be viewed as a form of discrimination.

Financial Corner

The trustees of the University have made a profit of $10 million. This is a significant increase over last year's profits of $8 million. The increase in profits is due to the sale of a large piece of land and the increase in tuition fees.

Old Age Doubts

When the children are married, the parents often have doubts about their ability to provide a proper education for their offspring. The parents may worry about the children's future and their ability to support themselves.

Image: The gravest concern expressed in the National Fifty Year's was—

Association's Activities Committee chairman currently looking for a way in which to remove the restrictions of activities such as School Excursions and the like.

The expenditure of a sum of money as the profit of the University has been viewed as a form of discrimination.

The name of the stock, Briggs and Stratton Corp., indicates the company's annual dividend. In the above example, Briggs has a dividend of $5 per share. The "s" in the stock listings means that the stock is traded on the Nasdaq stock exchange. The "a" indicates that the stock is a preferred stock. The "p" indicates that the stock is a preferred stock.

The Ticker

By JOEL MANDELFANI

Rutgers University's Student Financial Aid

Rutgers University's Student Financial Aid is a service provided to help students finance their education. The aid is available to students who qualify according to certain criteria.

State income tax is going up again next year. The city's financial position is also precarious. The city is in a difficult position because of the separation between church and state. "All we have done," they say, "is not enough." Education was the sole responsibility of the states. And nearly all education was governmental in the beginning.

When the T. S. Constitution was adopted there was no need for separation between church and state. The Constitution was designed to establish a free and independent nation. The Constitution was designed to guarantee the rights of all citizens.

The name of the stock, Briggs and Stratton Corp., indicates the company's annual dividend. In the above example, Briggs has a dividend of $5 per share. The "s" in the stock listings means that the stock is traded on the Nasdaq stock exchange. The "a" indicates that the stock is a preferred stock. The "p" indicates that the stock is a preferred stock.

The expenditure of a sum of money might be viewed as a form of discrimination.

The gravest concern expressed in the National Fifty Year's was—

Association's Activities Committee chairman currently looking for a way in which to remove the restrictions of activities such as School Excursions and the like.

The expenditure of a sum of money as the profit of the University has been viewed as a form of discrimination.
English before beginning the high school curriculum. The English course of studies is conducted in Spanish for Spanish Language Institute.

The leadership of the Epsilon Phi Alpha community recognizes the importance of students' own potential as social beings and personal worth and a greater awareness of the importance of the arts and sciences.

Trainees who attain the high proficiency level in either English or Spanish are eligible to participate in the Discovery Program, Seek and the activities conducted in Spanish for Spanish Language Institute.

The aim of House Plan Association was and is to allow all students to participate in student government and to shed light on student government. The first meeting of the House Plan Association constitution was ratified at 10:00 a.m. on October 18 in the Student Center.
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Lavender Splits Two Games; Beneshai, Di Bono Standouts

By LARRY BROOKS

With goals as hard to come by as a ticket to a European soccer match, the C.C.N.Y. boosters split two games this week on foreign terrain.

Led by Mike DiBono, who was reinstated following a short period of ineligibility, the Beavers upset highly-touted Bridgeport, 3-2, Tuesday, only to fall before C.W. Post, 1-0, in a league game two days hence.

Thus the Beavers stand at 1-2-1 overall with a card of 1-0-1 in the Metropolitan Conference.

A freak fourth-quarter tally pushed across by C.W. Post in the driving rain was enough to win a game that was dominated by the visitors.

Constantly on the attack, the Lavender fired 28 shots goalward; however, none found the mark. City goalie Dave Beneshai was tested but three times.

The leaders went down to scoop up a shot, but Lady Luck was against him as the ball trickled under his hand, off his ankle and into the nets. It proved to be enough.

The Beavers are a hurrying team. The athletes are beset with numerous minor ailments. The two major ones owned by Beneshai (allow) and star defender Sam Ebel (knee).

STUDENT ACTIVISTS IN ACTION: Beaver soccer team seen here in action.

The opportunity was there but present in the College's triumph, the club is eagerly awaiting the time when it will play a pair of tough easterners last week.

Baseballers Stun Redmen As Rizzi Pitches 3-hitter

By PHIL WAXBERG

You have three chances to name the Cinderella baseball team of 1967. With no hesitation you answer, "Boston Red Sox." Close, but no cigar. The surprise answer is... are you ready? City College.

A 4-2 Columbus Day win over powerhouse St. John's capped a four-game winning streak after the Men of Mishkin started with a dismal 1-3 record. The Redmen bowed to pitching ace Ron Rizzi, who hurled his fourth complete game of the campaign, an impressive three-hitter.

While Rizzi was striking out twelve men, first baseman Bernie Martin was having the kind of day that has eluded him since the beginning of the season. Martin collected three singles and a walk in five appearances. His bases-loaded hit in the fourth inning drove in two runs to give the Beavers a temporary lead.
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ENTHUSIASTIC CROWD views opening intramural basketball action.

A strong team from Wible House launched an early lead, and never relinquished it in their game against the Salukis. Charles Tanzman and Kenny Lichtstein combined to score 27 of the 32 Wible House points. High man for the Salukis was Sheldon Langsam, who scored 10 points.

The results of the game between the Chargers and the Yugars was in doubt until the 8th minute. The Chargers, after leading 18-11 at the half, fell to 18-5-31 deficit with about five minutes remaining. The Yugar attack fell flat, however, as
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